The Title Block

Description: The title block includes the border around the drawing document, and information regarding the quality, any administrative information, and technical information regarding the drawing. The information stored in the title block helps the drawing to be interpreted and identified using minimal, but necessary information.

Note: Not all information in the title block can be linked from the original part or assembly document. Checked by has to be manually entered in the title block by someone other than the author (drawn by).

The Title Block/Part Property Summary Information

This information is linked to the title block using the correct property name.

The default text will prompt for a project name. To edit this, double click on the text and enter the desired text.

The default tolerances are shown here. To change these values double click on the text and enter the desired text.

The date will update to the current date whenever the document is opened.

The scale is set in sheet properties and will update when it is changed.

Displays how many sheets are in the drawing package.

Note: The sheet template will always say that the document is in third angle projection regardless of what is selected in the sheet properties.

Entering the author information in the summary tab enables SolidWorks to link that information here.